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DECORATE
BY NUMBERS!
TOP 10 TIPS

G E T YO U R M E A S U R EM EN T S R I G H T: A N I N D I S P EN S A B L E G U I D E

1. A 36-inch-wide

rectangular table is
perfect for conversation.
A round table with a
diameter of 48 inches
seats six; a 60-inch
round will handle eight
standard dining chairs
or 10 ballroom chairs.

650 SQ. F T.
ST U DIO
1,400 SQ. F T.
C O T TA G E
900 SQ. F T.
ONE-BEDROOM
A PA R T M E N T

CHARLOT TE MOSS

1,050 SQ. F T.
BU NGA LOW
295 SQ. F T.
ONE-ROOM

DECORATE
BY NUMBERS!
TOP 10 TIPS

CLIP & KEEP
→

2. How big should
an overhead light
fixture be? Just add
the length and width
of the room in feet,
and whatever number
you come up with is,
in inches, your guide for
the fixture’s diameter.
So a 15-by-20-foot room
would need a 35-inchwide chandelier.
BUNNY WILLIAMS

3. One gallon of paint
will cover about
400 square feet of wall.
ALEX A HAMP TON

4. Mount curtains as

high as possible to give
the room more height,
and let them break
1½ inches on the floor.

MILES REDD

5. A kitchen island

6. Curtains should

be 2½ to 3 times the
width of the window.
So if you’re doing
two panels, each should
be 1¼ to 1½ times
the window width.
Buy a rod that’s 20
inches wider than your
window so it extends
10 inches on either
side. Your window
will seem much wider
than it really is.
LIBBY L ANGDON

7. The bottom of a
dining-room chandelier
should hang 36 inches
above the table.
THOM FILICIA

8. Install light

switches 36 inches
above the floor and
1½ to 2 inches to the
side of the door trim.
GIL SCHAFER

9. For a standard

84-inch sofa with
exposed legs and a tight
back, you’ll need 14
yards of plain 54-inchwide fabric. Add
two yards for a skirt.
MADELINE S T UAR T

should be about
38 inches high—a
little taller than the
countertops—to be
comfortable for prep.

10. From classical
times to today, the
golden ratio has
always been the perfect
proportion: 1 to 1.62.

THOMA S O ’ BRIEN

ERIC COHLER
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Kitchen of
the Month
Design by s u m m er T h o r n t o n

In this kitchen measuring only 105 square feet,
high style means high
contrast. Black cabinets
by Custom Woodcraft
are topped with white
Carrara marble from
the Countertop Factory.
The Fairmount Art Deco
pendant by Rejuvenation
picks up the blackand-white theme. A
hand-painted vintage
lamp casts a warm glow
over the breakfast bar,
which doubles as a desk.
Bentwood barstools
from Kurt Petersen. >>
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Chicago, Illinois

Interview by
Christine Pittel

Black and white sets a sophisticated tone.
Add vintage treasures, some mirror, and—
suddenly—a room sparkles.

Photographs by
Miki Duisterhof
Produced by
David M. Murphy

Kitchen of
the month

Christine Pit tel: Those
cabinets look like black
licorice. Where did that
idea come from?

I’m
always one for drama,
and it was something I
hadn’t seen before.
I thought glossy black
cabinets and white marble counters would be
sexy and glamorous.

Summer Thornton:

Kind of like an old Fred
Astaire–Ginger Rogers
movie?

You got it! I tried to
capture the elegance of
those movies. I wanted
the kitchen to look like it
belonged in this 1890s
building, even though our
apartment no longer had
its original details.
And the kitchen is now
open to the living room....

All the more reason to
make it look less utilitarian and more beautiful.
I actually don’t use it very
much, either.
Is that a confession? You
don’t cook?

We do cook occasionally—or at least my husband cooks—but not
too often.
So I guess you weren’t
worried about staining
the marble.

Oh, I’ve already etched
the surface with grapefruit juice. I’m okay with
that. I wanted polished
marble because it adds a
lot of shine, and at least
you don’t get the water
rings you do with honed
marble. It’s a give-andtake. There’s no perfect
stone.
And high-gloss paint can
show every imperfection.

I know. Everyone tried to
talk me out of it, which
is probably why I pushed
so hard for those cabinets. I had to make them
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totally custom, but that
worked out well because
then I could take them all
the way up to the ceiling,
which is nine-and-a-half
feet. I never understood
why everyone doesn’t do
that.

Well, it’s hard to reach.

Just get a step stool.
I keep a lot of my serving pieces on the upper
shelves. Aside from the
practicality, it’s superdramatic—the kitchen is
so small, and the cabinets
are so tall.
With nice traditional
paneling. But what’s with
the space-age faucet?

I just fell in love with it—
the way it moves, and
the fact that it’s gold. It’s
something different, and
I think it warms everything up. All the other
hardware is brass. I like
mixing metals.
And dishes, it seems. Are
any two alike?

Not many. Whenever I
see a piece that strikes
my fancy, I pick it up.
I thought open shelves
would be a great way to
display my collections,
and I could take the mirrored backsplash up to
the ceiling in those spots.
When the under-cabinet
lights are on and the
mirrors are reflecting
everything, the kitchen
sparkles. And the mirror
also opens it up.
It’s both pretty and handsome—a fine line to walk.

If you pulled out all the
dishes and accessories,
the kitchen would be very
masculine, because it’s
built with traditional
shapes. I needed that to
ground it, because I knew
that whatever I did on top
would be feminine. The
trick is to have both. >>

Above Left: This niche

near the refrigerator
was only six inches
deep—designer Summer
Thornton had glass
shelves cut to fit and
tucked a vintage French
bistro table underneath
to create a bar area.
“Originally, I was just
going to put wineglasses
on the shelves, but that
wasn’t interesting
enough for me,” she
explains. Below left:
The designer chose the
Bertazzoni Master
Series 30 -inch gas range
for its European look.
Microwave by Bosch.

Kitchen of
the month

WHAT ’S COOKING?
Summer Limeades

“We make
limeades about
once a week.
It’s my favorite
summer
drink—really
refreshing and
tart, but sweet
at the same
time.”
Serves 1, or a crowd
For e ach serving

1 lime, juiced
1–2 teaspoons sugar (to taste)
12–16 ounces sparkling beverage
(tonic water, sparkling
water, lemon-lime soda,
etc.)
1 Combine lime juice, sugar, your

choice of beverage, and ice.

2 Make it extra pretty with lime
slices, watermelon wedges, or fresh
raspberries.

.
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Left: The Karbon faucet

in Vibrant Moderne
Polished Gold by Kohler
was one of the first things
Thornton bought. “It’s
like a piece of sculpture,”
she says. “It has all of
these joints, and you can
arrange it in different
ways.” Bakersfield
undercounter sink by
Kohler. Below left: The
designer chose a Fisher
& Paykel refrigerator
because it has elegant
lines and was shallow
enough to fit in the
allotted space. The bistro
bar table beside it can be
pulled out for a party, to
become an extra serving
spot in the living room.
Get the look...
Cabinetry: custom
woodcraftillinois.com.
Countertop: thecountertop
factory.com.
Sink and faucet: kohler.com.
Dishwasher and microwave:
bosch.com.
Refrigerator:
fisherpaykel.com.
Range: us.bertazzoni.com.
Pendant light:
rejuvenation.com.
Barstools: kpetersen.com.
For more details,
go to housebeautiful.
com/resources

